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GUIDE
20 July 2018
March 2021 Update
The Residential Tenancy Legislation and
Regulations have changed. Some sections of
this document have additional requirements or
are superseded by new requirements.
All sections where there is a change to
requirements have been identified with a box:
New
requirements

Please refer to up to date information on the
CEHL portal here: Updated Resources – due to
rental law changes
The CERC Maintenance Guide will be replaced
with a new guide in the coming months.
Contact propertysupport@cehl.com.au
more information.
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Introduction
This manual has been created to support and guide your Co-operative (CERC) in fulfilling some of your
Landlord and maintenance obligations as required under the Co-operative CEHL Agreement (CCA) and
the Residential Tenancies Act.
The information, tools and templates are provided to help you set up processes and procedures for your
co-op and give you a better understanding of some of the steps you need to take in order to undertake
the various maintenance tasks.
At any time, you can contact your assigned CEHL Property Officer to ask questions or seek some guidance
and direction on a particular issue. They will meet with you regularly to discuss your maintenance plan
and your progress with it, and provide any further assistance as needed. They will also meet with your
CERC Directors and/or Maintenance Director to present the three-yearly asset inspection information and
discuss any proposed or upcoming third schedule maintenance work.
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Role of the Maintenance Director
Whether this is one person, or a group, the Maintenance Director performs an important role within the
CERC.
Having clear processes and procedures in place and keeping accurate records of what work has been done
and what remains outstanding will help your CERC run smoothly when it comes to maintenance and
ensures your properties are well cared for. It also makes it easy for another person to step into the role
if the Maintenance Director is away or you have a change in Director. Having a succession plan is also a
great way to ensure continuity of maintenance knowledge within your CERC.
The Maintenance Director will work closely with the Property Officer as both people have a key role in
ensuring the properties are well cared for and maintained to a standard that meets the Program’s needs.
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Maintenance and Property Management
TENANCY INSPECTIONS
As Landlord, your CERC, is responsible for inspecting each property once a year. The Property Officer will
also complete a three-yearly asset inspection of the property.
Under the Residential Tenancies Act, the landlord can only inspect a property every six months. If it can
be arranged, the tenancy and three-yearly asset inspections can be done at the same time, otherwise,
there will need to be a six month gap between the two inspections. You may need to co-ordinate the
timing of the inspections with your Property Officer.
The annual tenancy inspection is to help identify and make a record of any items that require maintenance
either straight away or in the near future. It is also a great way of making sure the property is being looked
after.
The three yearly asset inspection of the property collects information that helps with our long term
maintenance planning and understanding of any major issues relating to the property e.g. structural
cracking or movement. It also collects information that can help your CERC with cyclical maintenance
planning.
It is a good idea to have two people do the tenancy inspections, for example the maintenance director
and another CERC member. A tenant member should not inspect their own property.

Appendix – Property Inspection Form

CEHL Website – Property Inspections Fact Sheet
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THINGS TO LOOK OUT FOR WHEN DOING TENANCY INSPECTIONS:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leaking or dripping taps, shower rose, hot water system or toilet cistern
Bathroom – is there mould on the walls or ceiling? Does the floor feel spongy? Any obvious leaks?
Also check inside the vanity
Check the bathroom fan is working – ask the tenant if they use the fan when they have a shower as
this helps remove steam which can cause mould in the bathroom
Is there mould in any rooms backing on to the bathroom – is there wet or mouldy carpet?
Check the oven, cooktop and rangehood are working
Is the heating working? Does it need to be serviced?
Does the spouting/gutters need to be cleaned out? Are they leaking i.e. slime down the side of the
exterior?
Do the downpipes seem to be working properly? An indication they are not is either water sitting
around the area or slime on concrete
Is there any rotten timber on the outside of the house? Does it need an external paint?
Ceilings – are there any water marks or evidence of new roof leaks?
Curb side visual inspection of roof – are there any missing tiles or holes? Is repointing needed along
ridgelines on tile roof?
Is the yard well cared for? Trees trimmed back from the house, grass kept mowed, and no fire risks
present.
Does the smoke detector have a fresh battery?

See Maintenance Categories section to help you with prioritising these works.
Getting some things sorted out straight away can help prevent further costly maintenance down the track.
For example, leaking spouting should be fixed as small drips or leaks can cause a lot of damage to timber
if left unfixed. By grouping plumbing work together, you may get a better price as it is a more efficient
use of the plumber’s time.
The information gathered during the inspection can also assist with preparing the CERCs annual
maintenance plan. See Annual Maintenance Plan section for further information on how to do this.
If you see something during the inspection that you feel needs urgent attention or are unsure what to do,
contact your Property Officer to discuss next steps. They are available to help answer any questions and
point you in the right direction.

MAINTENANCE CATEGORIES
It is important that your CERC has a clear process for reporting any urgent or emergency and other
maintenance to the maintenance director, for example through a phone call, text or email/email following
phone call. Other maintenance may be requesting using a form such as the Tenant Maintenance Request
Form.

Appendix – Tenant Maintenance Request Form
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URGENT OR EMERGENCY MAINTENANCE
Responsibility of the CERC

New
requirements

The Residential Tenancies Act defines the following as items which the landlord must respond to
immediately:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Burst water service i.e. hot water system, water pipes
Blocked or broken toilet
Sewerage blockage
Serious roof leak
Gas leaks
Dangerous electrical fault
Flooding or serious flood damage
Serious storm or fire damage
A failure or breakdown of any essential service or appliance provided for hot water, water,
cooking, heating or laundering
A failure or breakdown of the gas, electricity or water supply
A malfunction in appliances or fittings (supplied by the CERC) that use or supply water which will
lead to a substantial amount of water being wasted
Any fault or damage that makes the premises unsafe or not secure
A serious fault in a lift or staircase

CYCLICAL MAINTENANCE
Responsibility of the CERC

New
requirements

The following are examples of items associated with maintaining the property and are the
responsibility of the CERC as cyclical (repair or replacement as things break, leak or wear out)
maintenance:
● Roofing repairs, guttering and downpipes
● External painting
● Internal painting
● Replacement of fences and gates
● Minor re-plumbing
● Minor rewiring
● Replacement of fixtures and fittings i.e. stove, cooktop, hot water system, heater, taps, shower
screen
● Minor items/components associated with the upgrade of a kitchen or bathroom
● Sub-floor repairs e.g. jacking up of a faulty stump
● Replacement of floor coverings, curtains and drapes
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THIRD SCHEDULE MAINTENANCE
Third schedule maintenance is managed by CEHL’s Property Officers
The CERC should not undertake any third schedule maintenance without prior discussion and
agreement in writing from CEHL.
The property information collected during the three-yearly property inspection helps identify third
schedule maintenance. Your CERC may also identify some third schedule maintenance during your
annual inspection or when a tenant has raised an issue with the maintenance director, for example,
tiles have fallen off the shower wall and water is now leaking badly under the floor or through the
wall.
When planning third schedule maintenance, we take into account the asset intent for the property
under the Future Directions Plan. This helps us ensure we are spending our limited budget on the
right properties.
As per the CCA, the following are third schedule maintenance items:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Complete replacement of stairs, patios and porches
Full roof replacement
Major rewiring
Restumping
Underpinning and associated works
Sewerage replacement
Stormwater replacement
Hot/cold pipe replacement
Full recladding
Rising damp rectification
Complete joinery upgrade – bathroom, kitchen or laundry
Structure – floor replacement above 8 square meters
Window replacement
Major repairs to driveways, crossovers, sheds and garages

For some of the above work, a maintenance contribution is required from the CERC as some of the
fixtures and fittings the CERC is responsible for may be included in the third schedule maintenance.
The Third Schedule Agreement will include details on the third schedule maintenance, items the
CERC is responsible for and their costs, and additional details about the process and is signed by the
Maintenance Director as agreement of both the work and costs. This agreement should be shared
with the other directors and the relevant tenant member. Once the agreement is signed, changes
will not be made to any of the agreed work as this can often cause delays and creates difficulties for
our contractors managing their work schedule.

Appendix – Maintenance Work Categories and Timeframes
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New
requirements

VACANT PROPERTY

When a property becomes vacant, it may be a good opportunity to do some cyclical maintenance while
it is empty. Painting walls and replacing carpet if less disruptive, and often cheaper, when a property is
vacant. If you feel some third schedule maintenance work is also required, contact your Property Officer
to arrange an inspection and discussion about what work could be done while the property is vacant.
If the property has an agreed asset intent of “Handback” in your CERC’s Future Direction Plan, contact
your Co-op Development Co-ordinator to discuss the process for requesting a handback.

THREE-YEARLY ASSET INSPECTION
The Administration Officer – Asset Management will contact the Maintenance Director of your CERC with
a schedule proposing a date and time to complete these asset inspections. The information will also
include a letter outlining what is required of the member and the date of time of the asset inspection.
Within two months of completion of all of the three-yearly asset inspections for your CERC, the Property
Officer will present this information and reports to your CERC’s Maintenance Director.
This information can help both CEHL and your CERC plan future maintenance to enable better planning
and budgeting and help ensure properties receive the maintenance they need at the right time.

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE PLAN
Setting an annual maintenance budget
A complete maintenance plan and budget is one of the most effective ways of tracking and controlling
spending in your CERC. It needs to take into account all types of expenditure i.e. rates, water charges,
owners corporation fees, annual service charges, and all types of maintenance both urgent and planned.
The financial situation of the CERC should be considered prior to committing to any maintenance works.
The Maintenance and Finance directors should work closely to determine the most appropriate budget
allocation for maintenance. Your annual maintenance plan should be approved by your co-op’s Board,
so everyone is aware of it and has agreed to it.
An example of a maintenance plan is below:
Month

Address

Type of work

Cost

Status

April

123 Smith St

Painting interior of
property

$xx

Complete 29/4

May

896 Pool St

Replace split system air
conditioner

$xx

To do

May

All

Quarterly rates

$xx

Due x/x

May

896 Pool St

Repair cupboard hinge

$xx

To do
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You may prefer to use a similar template, excel or another format to record your maintenance plan.
If you require assistance with preparing a budget, you can talk with your CEHL Finance Officer to develop
a cash flow analysis.

Appendix – Maintenance Plan Template
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Quick Reference
ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS

New
requirements

See links below on CEHL’s website for information on how to manage requests of this kind.
CEHL Website – Request for Addition Alteration Modification Form and
Addition Alteration and Modifications Guidelines
Where an item has been installed by a tenant or the CERC, CEHL will not be responsible for any
maintenance, replacement or removal of the item.

ASBESTOS
Asbestos may be present in a number of properties due to their age and materials used during
construction or in previous repairs. Areas where asbestos is often found include the roofing, soffits, eaves,
floor coverings, or exterior cladding. It does not present any issue unless it is disturbed or broken.
The CERC is responsible for testing any suspected asbestos and should liaise with their Property Officer
should asbestos be suspected to be present. They will help work through the next steps in managing any
removal.

EXTERIOR PAINTING
•
•
•
•

•
•

Painting the property exterior regularly (typically every 10 years) ensures that it not only looks
good but that the timber is protected and prevents rot
Windows may need to be painted more regularly as the paint on these tends to break down
quicker than the paint on the exterior cladding
Fencing should also be painted or stained regularly where the timber is not treated – it is a good
idea to consider whether this is a priority for the co-op as it can be costly
A clear scope should be provided to contractors when getting a quote – talk to your Property
Officer about the specifications and what standard is expected from contractors completing this
work
Testing for lead paint and asbestos should be included in the scope provided to the contractor
for quoting
Neutral paint colours are recommended – dark paint is not a good idea as it gets too hot and can
bubble and peel quickly

If the CERC does not do regular exterior painting and maintenance and the property requires full cladding
or weatherboard replacement, the CERC will be responsible for a significant portion of the replacement
costs.
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FENCING

CEHL Website – Fact Sheet Fences

New
requirements

GAS APPLIANCES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unusual gas smells should be reported by tenant members and addressed immediately
Appliances should be serviced every two years – stove, hot plates, HWS, heaters
CO testing should be done regularly – two years maximum between testing
You may be able to get a cheaper rate from your contractor by doing the CO testing and servicing
at the same time
Check the outside gas meter to make sure it hasn’t been damaged
Ask for a compliance certificate from the contractor (this also applies for electrical work)

INSURANCE
CEHL currently has insurance cover with Marsh Advantage and covers claims arising from losses involving
the following events:
* Fire
* Flood
* Explosion

* Storm
* Impact by Vehicles
* Theft/Burglary
* Malicious Damage
* Breakage – Accidental Damage

Tenant Members’ personal belongings are not covered by this policy and tenant member’s will need to
obtain their own personal insurance.
If an event occurs that causes loss of or damage to your property:
* Take all reasonable steps to protect property from any further loss or damage
* Call the Police or other Emergency Services as required. Any loss by theft, wilful or malicious
damage should immediately be reported to the nearest Police Station and details of the attending
Police noted
Process for making a claim under this policy:
* Contact Marsh Advantage Insurance immediately on 03 9670 0555 for instructions on how to
handle the claim or email Goran.Stavreski@marshadvantage.com
* Contact your CEHL Property Officer if you have any questions about this process or a particular
claim
Property Insurance (Material Damage) Excess
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An excess is payable for each incident claimed under this policy. The CERC is be responsible for the
payment of the excess upon successful processing of each claim.
a) Fire Claims
b) Unoccupied Premises
c) Malicious Damage by Tenants
d) General Property
e) All other losses

MOULD

$5,000
$2,500
$2,500
$250
$1,000

New
requirements

Mould can often form in areas that are damp and subject to condensation i.e. bathroom, laundry,
windows and window sills.
There are a number of simple things you could suggest to tenants to help reduce issues like this, e.g. using
the bathroom fan and leaving it on for a short time following a shower, leaving a window ajar (as long as
the property is still secure), leaving the bathroom door open when not in use so the room is well
ventilated, hanging damp towels up, opening windows and sliding doors as much as possible to keep the
home well ventilated, using a towel to wipe away any excess condensation on windows and window sills.
There are also a number of websites that provide further information and recommendations on how best
to clean mould.
If mould appears in an unusual place, for example in plasterboard, the ceiling or in another unusual spot,
further investigation is most likely needed. Finding the source or cause of the mould is an important first
step, so asking a plumber to investigate the area and identify the cause of the problem is necessary. If
there is a significant amount of mould and the tenant’s attempts to clean are not working, it might be a
good idea to get a mould specialist to test the mould and provide a report and recommendations on how
best to manage this. The CERC is responsible for getting this report.
Your Property Officer is available to help answer any questions and assist where third schedule
maintenance or more substantial remediation work is necessary.

PESTS AND RODENTS

New
requirements

The eradication and removal of any pests that cause damage to the property is the responsibility of the
CERC.
Possums – these are a protected species and can only be removed by a qualified and registered pest
controller. If they are in a property, the CERC is responsible for the cost of their removal and to repair
any damage they may have caused.
Field mice and rats – if there is no damage to the property, removal of these pests is the tenant’s
responsibility. If they are causing damage to the property, it is the responsibility of the CERC to remove
them.
Wasps or bees – it is the responsibility of the CERC to remove them.
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Fleas – this is the responsibility of the tenant. When a house becomes vacant, it is recommended that a
flea treatment is carried out by the CERC.
Carpet beetles – the eradication of these pests is the responsibility of the CERC. Bare patches on carpet,
especially those with wool, may be caused by carpet beetles. If unsure, have the carpet inspected by a
qualified pest inspector.
Birds – it is the CERC’s responsibility to remove birds’ nests from roof areas, wall cavities, guttering and
downpipes.
All other pests are the responsibility of the tenant.

PLUMBING
Roofing issues
•

Ask the roofer to provide a report if smaller or temporary repairs are not possible

Sewerlines and Stormwater
•
•
•

Initial investigation into any issues is the responsibility of the CERC
Recurring problems with blocked lines – get a report from the plumber ideally with camera
investigation to identify the exact cause of the problem
Up to eight metres of pipe replacement is the responsibility of the CERC, anything greater than
this is the responsibility of CEHL

Showers and bathrooms
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mould and dirt in showers can build up over time and, if not cleaned regularly, can cause damage
to the silicone and grouting which can lead to water getting in behind tiles and wall linings
Check that the fan is cleaned regularly and works properly – mould can quickly build up on walls
and ceilings if this is not working properly
Squeaky or bouncy floors need to be checked as this can be a sign of bigger problems
Small leaks around the shower screen need to be fixed as this can cause costly water damage
over time to skirting, flooring, under floor area, etc.
Check basin traps to make sure there are no leaks as this can cause damage to the inside of the
vanity
Mould on walls and ceilings needs to be regularly cleaned away – there are a number of websites
that provide information on the best way to clean bathroom mould

Spouting and downpipes
•
•
•

Maintain and clean these at least once per year
Broken or missing parts should be repaired or replaced
Look out for leaks, water stains and slime as over time this can cause any surrounding timber to
rot which can be expensive to repair
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When a plumber attends to do one thing e.g. change a washer, it is also a good idea for them to look at
other things at the same time – this will save money as you often pay for an hour of a plumber’s time as
a minimum charge. They could look at any dripping taps, running toilet, check for laundry and kitchen
trap leaks that could be causing damage to vanity, laundry cabinet or kitchen cupboards and so on. Make
sure you talk first with the plumber about expectations and costs so there are no surprises!

RATES
•
•

These can be paid quarterly or monthly. It’s a good idea to set up a direct debit for this so you
don’t forget and get penalised with late fees
Your CDC can help you with information about running a business, internet banking, etc.

SWIMMING AND SPA POOLS

New
requirements

There have been a number of changes to the Building Regulations 2018 which are effective from 2nd June
2018. In Victoria, the design, construction and installation of swimming and spa pools and their safety
barriers are subject to strict building requirements and require a permit. Councils require that a permit
must be obtained prior to any work going ahead.
Before a tenant member installs a pool or spa, they must complete a tenant funded modification request
form and forward it to their CERC for approval and then on to CEHL for consideration. These requests are
unlikely to be approved by CEHL because of the significant safety and compliance obligations involved.
If a pool has been installed without going through this process and appropriate safety barriers have not
been installed, it must be emptied immediately!! The Council may be contacted to inspect the pool to
provide input into its compliance.

TERMITES

New
requirements

Termites, often referred to as ‘white ants’, are small, soft bodied insects. They serve an important
function in nature by feeding off dead trees and converting them into organic matter. Unfortunately for
us, they find other structures equally as appetising, for example wood in buildings and other structures,
such as skirting boards, pergolas etc. Termites can eat through the solid wood in buildings causing serious
damage and considerable expense.
Steps to identify and manage:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Identification – initial testing by pest control person – organised by CERC
If you are unsure of the best person to do this testing, talk with your Property Officer to see
if they know of someone that might be suitable or recommendations on how we find
someone for that area
Treatment ($2,500 approx. for first treatment) – organised by CERC
Re-test six months after treatment – CEHL require confirmation that this has occurred
12 monthly treatments thereafter – include this in your annual maintenance plan
Talk to your Property Officer about damage - repairs and rectification works are completed
by CEHL as third schedule work
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Other suggestions for reducing the chances of termites appearing are:
•
•
•
•
•

Do not store untreated timber, such a firewood, against the house
Garden beds and plants should be kept away from direct contact with the outside wall of the
house
Do not let soil from garden beds block drainage or sub floor vents
Ensure drainage pipes from hot water systems, air conditioners, leaking taps etc., are not dripping
into the soil – fix any of these leaks
Remove dead trees and stumps as soon as possible

GETTING QUOTES FROM CONTRACTORS
•
•
•

•
•
•

New
requirements

Check the qualifications and ask for references for any prospective contractors. Using skilled and
qualified contractors may cost abit more but will save your CERC money in the long run
Ask to see a copy of the contractor’s Public Liability insurance – check that it is current
Make sure you have a clear scope of work and instructions for the contractor for example, if
carpet needs to be replaced do you need to include in the scope the removal of furniture from
the room
A clear scope reduces the chances of any confusion or variations
If you are unsure if the quote is a good price, talk with your Property Officer as they have a good
idea of what things should cost
Building good relationships with a group of contractors is important especially in emergencies

RECORD KEEPING

New
requirements

It is a good idea to keep records on the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Appliances and their age (if possible) i.e. stove, cooktop, oven, heating, hot water system
When appliances were serviced or repaired. Repair costs can help you decide when it is time to
replace an item rather than keep spending money on repairs
When CO testing was last done and when it is next due
When smoke alarm testing was last done and when it is next due
What CERC funds were spent on maintenance including what property, type of work and date

THIRD SCHEDULE MAINTENANCE
The CERC should not undertake any third schedule maintenance without prior discussion and agreement
in writing from CEHL.
Where possible, a ‘like for like’ replacement will be undertaken for all third schedule works. Any changes
to this will be discussed and agreed with the CERC before work commences.
Under the CCA, third schedule maintenance is as follows:
Complete Replacement of Stairs, Patio and Porch
General repairs are a CERC responsibility. Applies to external and internal stairs where total replacement
is required; full patio or porch replacement; may include pergolas or verandas where they form part of
CERC MAINTENANCE GUIDE JULY 2018
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the original property. A contribution from the CERC may be required if painting or spouting is included in
the works.
Roof Replacement and Major Repair
Minor repairs i.e. broken tiles, re-bedding/re-pointing of hips, valleys and ridges or replacement of
guttering and downpipes is the responsibility of the CERC. Major repair or roof replacement is third
schedule maintenance.
Major Rewiring
The installation of circuit breakers, safety switches in isolation from a major or complete rewire are the
responsibility of the CERC. Replacement of 40% or more of wiring within a property is third schedule
maintenance.
Restumping
Any significant work to the foundations of a dwelling which requires the removal/replacement or
additional stumps and associated work is third schedule maintenance.
Underpinning and Associated Works
This can often involve significant investigation work from a Structural Engineer to determine the best
solution. CEHL are responsible for this as third schedule maintenance.
Sewerage Replacement
The CERC is responsible for initial investigations into any blockages and minor repairs. A copy of the
plumbing report, including camera investigation, should be provided to the CEHL Property Officer. Where
the sewer line has completely failed and cannot be effectively repaired, and excavation and replacement
of pipework is required this will be done as third schedule maintenance. CEHL will manage any sewerage
replacement work but there may also be a maintenance contribution required from the CERC depending
on the cause of the failure.
Stormwater Replacement
The CERC is responsible for initial investigations into any blockages and minor repairs. A copy of the
plumbing report, including camera investigation, should be provided to the CEHL Property Officer. Where
the stormwater has completely failed and cannot be effectively repaired, and excavation and replacement
of pipework is required this will be done as third schedule maintenance. CEHL will manage any
stormwater replacement work but there may also be a maintenance contribution required from the CERC
depending on the cause of the failure.
Hot/Cold Water Replacement
The CERC is responsible for initial investigations and provide a copy of the plumber reports to the CEHL
Property Officer if major work is required. Complete or partial replacement of pipe work associated with
the reticulation of water (hot or cold) from the water meter and throughout the property where the pipe
work has failed is third schedule maintenance. The replacement of gas supply lines may also be included.
Recladding
Removal and replacement of all or a substantial part of external cladding (eg weatherboards) where
repairs are considered to be impractical is third schedule maintenance. A maintenance contribution may
be required from the CERC for exterior painting and/or if replacement was required due to lack of
maintenance i.e. regular exterior painting was not done.
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Rising Damp Rectification
Application of any material or measure which will inhibit the upward percolation of moisture through the
foundations and into walls.
Complete Joinery Upgrade
Complete or majority replacement of kitchen cabinets including benchtops is CEHL’s responsibility.
Replacement of white goods, repainting or floor covering replacement may also be included in the
upgrade but the CERC will be required to pay for these items as they are considered responsive or cyclical
maintenance items. Where possible, a ‘like for like’ replacement will be the undertaken for all third
schedule works. Any changes to this will be discussed and agreed with the CERC before work commences.
Complete Bathroom Upgrade
Replacement of major items (e.g. shower recess) due to failure of the structure or significant components
which are not considered as general maintenance items is CEHL’s responsibility. Replacement of some
fittings i.e. shower screen, taps, vanity, flooring and wall coverings or paint are often included in a
bathroom upgrade and the CERC will be required to pay for these items as they are considered responsive
or cyclical maintenance items. Where possible, a ‘like for like’ replacement will be the undertaken for all
third schedule works. Any changes to this will be discussed and agreed with the CERC before work
commences.
Structural Flooring Replacement above 8 square metres
Usually associated with restumping of properties where access can only be gained with the removal of
flooring or where damage has occurred as a result of sub floor water/moisture damage.
Window Replacement
Where the condition of the window(s) has deteriorated to the extent that repairs are not viable and/or
possible and replacement is the only option. Applies to one window or a complete house lot. May also
apply to significant repairs which could extend the life of the window for a further 15 years or more. CERC
is responsible for any painting.
Major Repairs to Driveway, Crossovers, Sheds and Garages
Failure of the substrate which causes complete or partial collapse of the majority of the concrete to the
driveway or crossover leaving an uneven and potentially dangerous surface. Replacement of sheds and
garages where the application of useful maintenance is no longer an option.
Refer to Maintenance Work Categories and Timeframes for further details on some of the items that are
either responsive or cyclical maintenance.
Failure to carry out timely and appropriate maintenance may incur additional costs for the CERC when
more significant work is required as a result of this.

Appendix – Maintenance Work Categories and Timeframes
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USEFUL WEBSITES
CEHL Website
Consumer Affairs Victoria
Residential Tenancies Act 1997
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CERC PROPERTY INSPECTION FORM

New
requirements

PROPERTY………………………………………….………………………………..
DATE OF THIS INSPECTION:.................
TENANTS NAME:.................................................………………………………...

SUMMARY
1.

MAINTENANCE REQUIRED BY THE TENANT
Comments:...............................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................

2.

MAINTENANCE REQUIRED BY THE CERC
Comments:...............................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................

3.

MAINTENANCE ITEMS THAT WILL REQUIRE YOUR ATTENTION IN THE
FUTURE
Comments:...............................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
…………………………………………………………………………………..

C = CERC T = Tenant
COMMENTS / INSTRUCTIONS

CONDITION
ROOM AND ITEMS

GOOD

FAIR

POOR
C

ENTRANCE HALL
Walls/Ceiling

Condition and cleanliness

Doors

Check all doors open and close freely

Window/Screens

Check all windows open and close freely

Blinds/Curtains
Floor Coverings

Condition and cleanliness

Other

Ensure all smoke detectors are operational

LOUNGE ROOM
Walls/Ceiling
Doors

Condition and cleanliness

Window/Screens

Check all doors open and close freely

Blinds/Curtains

Check all windows open and close freely

Floor Coverings
Heating

Condition and cleanliness – Type and Age

Other
DINING ROOM
Walls/Ceiling

Condition and cleanliness

Doors

Check all doors open and close freely

Window/Screens

Check all windows open and close freely

Blinds/Curtains
Floor Coverings

Condition and cleanliness

Other
FAMILY ROOM/OTHER
Walls/Ceiling

Condition and cleanliness

Doors

Check all doors open and close freely

Window/Screens

Check all windows open and close freely

Blinds/Curtains
Floor Coverings

Condition and cleanliness

Other
HALL
Walls/Ceiling

Condition and cleanliness

Doors

Check all doors open and close freely

Floor Coverings

Condition and cleanliness

Other

T

COMMENTS / INSTRUCTIONS
CONDITION
ROOM AND ITEMS

GOOD

FAIR

POOR

KITCHEN

C

Walls/ceiling

Condition and cleanliness

Doors

Check all doors open and close freely

Window/screens

Check all windows open and close freely

Blinds/curtains
Floor coverings

Condition and cleanliness

Cupboards/drawers

Doors open and shut freely

Benchtops
Taps/sink

Ensure taps do not leak and wastes flow freely

Stove/cooker
Exhaust fan/rangehood

Fans are operational and clean

Other
BATHROOM
Walls/ceiling

Condition and cleanliness

Doors

Check all doors open and close freely

Window/screens

Check all windows open and close freely

Blinds/curtains
Floor coverings

Condition and cleanliness

Bath

Ensure taps do not leak and waste flows freely

Shower

Ensure taps do not leak and waste flows freely

Shower screen
Wash basin/vanity

Ensure taps do not leak and waste flows freely

Mirror/cabinet
Exhaust fan
Towel rail
Other
LAUNDRY
Walls/ceiling

Condition and cleanliness

Doors

Check all doors open and close freely

Window/screens

Check all windows open and close freely

Blinds/curtains
Floor coverings

Condition and cleanliness

Trough

Condition and cleanliness – signs of mould?

Taps

Ensure taps do not leak and waste flows freely

Other
TOILET
Walls/ceiling

Condition and cleanliness

Doors

Check all doors open and close freely

Window/screens

Check all windows open and close freely

Blinds/curtains

T

Floor coverings

Condition and cleanliness

Cistern/pan

Condition and cleanliness

Toilet roll holder
Other

Flush toilet to see if Cistern works correctly, check “o”
ring seal at the base of the toilet for leaks

BEDROOM 1
Walls/ceiling

Condition and cleanliness

Doors

Check all doors open and close freely

Window/screens

Check all windows open and close freely

Blinds/curtains
Floor coverings

Condition and cleanliness

Built-in wardrobe

Condition and cleanliness

Other

Check doors

ENSUITE
Walls/ceiling

Condition and cleanliness

Doors

Check all doors open and close freely

Window/screens

Check all windows open and close freely

Blinds/curtains
Floor coverings

Condition and cleanliness

Shower

Ensure taps do not leak and waste flows freely

Shower screen
Wash basin/vanity

Ensure taps do not leak and waste flows freely

Mirror/cabinet
Exhaust fan
Towel rail
Other
BEDROOM 2
Walls/ceiling

Condition and cleanliness

Doors

Check all doors open and close freely

Window/screens

Check all windows open and close freely

Blinds/curtains
Floor coverings

Condition and cleanliness

Built-in wardrobe

Condition and cleanliness

Other

Check doors

BEDROOM 3
Walls/ceiling

Condition and cleanliness

Doors

Check all doors open and close freely

Window/screens

Check all windows open and close freely

Blinds/curtains
Floor coverings

Condition and cleanliness

Built-in wardrobe

Condition and cleanliness

Other

Check doors

BEDROOM 4
Walls/ceiling

Condition and cleanliness

Doors

Check all doors open and close freely

Window/screens

Check all windows open and close freely

Blinds/curtains

Floor coverings

Condition and cleanliness

Built-in wardrobe

Condition and cleanliness

Other

Check doors

BEDROOM 5
Walls/ceiling

Condition and cleanliness

Doors

Check all doors open and close freely

Window/screens

Check all windows open and close freely

Blinds/curtains
Floor coverings

Condition and cleanliness

Built-in wardrobe

Condition and cleanliness

Other

Check doors

EXTERNAL
Cladding

Check weatherboards or brick veneer for any rot,
cracks or other issues
Does it need painting?

Security doors

Check they open and close freely

External doors

Check they open and close freely

Windows

Are they painted? Is there any rotten wood?

Spouting/downpipes

Clear of vegetation. Check for dripping water

Ground

Signs of pooling water especially close to foundations

Stairs/porches/patio

Free of trip hazards and rot

Carport/garage/shed
Paths and driveway

Free of trip hazards and moss

Gardens

Tidy

Lawns

Cut and maintained

Fencing
GENERAL
Stormwater drains
Sewerage drains

Are they flowing freely?

Cold water supply
Hot water system
Other

Type and age

Additional comments regarding maintenance inspection
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………

Signed by
…………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
Maintenance Committee Members

TENANT MAINTENANCE REQUEST FORM
(TO CERC)
TENANT’S NAME:
PROPERTY ADDRESS:

DATE REQUESTED:

DATE WORKS COMPLETED:

DESCRIPTION OF WORKS REQUESTED:

URGENT REPAIRS

ONGOING REPAIRS

CYCLICAL MAINTENANCE

OTHER

ACTION TAKEN:

QUOTES OBTAINED:
1.
2.

$
$

3.

$

WORK AUTHORISED BY MAINTENANCE COMMITTEE:
NAME:
APPROVED AT GENERAL MEETING:
DATE:

(Date)

Maintenance Work Categories and Timeframes

Urgent Repairs

New
requirements

Urgent repairs are those that need to be fixed straight away and affect safety and security. Urgent
repairs also include the failure of an essential service. What qualifies as an urgent repair is defined by
the Residential Tenancies Act 1997 (Vic). The act obliges tenants to give notice of the need for
maintenance as soon as practicable and requires the landlord to undertake urgent repairs within 24
hours.

Responsive Maintenance
Responsive maintenance consists of day to day maintenance and includes repairs required to return
as item to working condition. This work is usually irregular and without warning. Under theResidential
Tenancies Act 1997 (Vic) this work is required to be carried out within 14 calendar days from the date
the works are requested or identified.

Cyclical Maintenance
Cyclical maintenance is non-urgent work conducted on a time-based, scheduled basis and is generally
planned and preventative. This can include scheduled replacements based on the lifecycle of a
component, or planned works to extend the life of a component such as painting timber or servicing
a heater.

Third Schedule Works
Third schedule works are defined by the CCA and include major works and upgrades. CEHL is
responsible for these works, however, the CERC is responsible for associated maintenance costs
required. For example, the CERC is normally responsible for oven repairs and replacement so in a
complete kitchen upgrade, the CERC would be responsible for the cost to replace the oven.

New
requirements
URGENT REPAIRS
Timeframe:
Immediate repairs required
24 hours
Responsible Party: CERCs (or CEHL when a CMC or Direct Tenancy)
A burst hot water service
A blocked or broken toilet system
A serious roof leak
A gas leak
A dangerous electrical fault
Flooding or serious flood damage
Serious storm or fire damage
A failure or breakdown of essential service or appliance provided for hot water, water, cooking or heating
A failure or breakdown of the gas, electricity or water supply
Any appliance, fitting or fixture which is not working properly and causes a substantial amount of water to be wasted
Any fault or damage that makes the premises unsafe
A serious fault in a lift or staircase
RESPONSIVE MAINTENANCE
Timeframe:
Repairs required to return an item to working condition
14 days from request
Responsible Party: CERCs (or CEHL when a CMC or Direct Tenancy)
Dripping taps
Light switch or GPO not working (non-urgent)
Repairs to floor coverings, trip hazards (not replacement)
Spouting repairs (not replacement)
Windows that will not close or open
Blocked storm water drains
Changing taps, washers, shower roses
Cupboard/wardrobe repairs
Fence repairs (not replacement)
Fly screen repairs
Garage door repairs
Letterbox repair
Part failure of appliance (one cooktop hotplate)
Part or entire removal of tree, branches that are causing damage to property
Patch, repair or spot paint walls
Repair/adjustment of door closers
Repairs to blinds/window furnishings
Repairs to clotheslines
Repairs to doors, door hardware, jams, stops, strike plate, hinges
Testing for termites (not treatment)
CYCLICAL MAINTENANCE
Timeframe:
Non-urgent scheduled replacements and preventative
Scheduled/recurring
repairs
Responsible Party: CERCs (or CEHL when a CMC or Direct Tenancy)
Blinds/window furnishing replacement
Full carpet replacement
Electrical switchboard upgrade (minor)
External painting
Internal painting
Fence replacement
Guttering replacement
Heating replacement
Hot water service replacement
Hydronic heating boiler replacement
Cooktop, stove, or oven replacement
Rangehood replacement
Replacement of garage roller door
Security door replacement
Service appliances
Preventative gutter cleans

Smoke detector testing
Other preventative cleaning or servicing
THIRD SCHEDULE WORKS
Major works and upgrades as per CCA
Responsible Party: CEHL
Complete replacement of stairs, patio and porch
Roof replacement and major repair
Major rewiring
Restumping
Underpinning and associated works
Sewerage replacement
Stormwater replacement
Hot/cold water pipe replacement
Full recladding
Rising damp rectification
Complete joinery upgrade
Complete bathroom upgrade
Structural flooring replacement above 8 metre square
Window replacement
Major repair of driveways, crossovers, sheds and garages

Timeframe:
Scheduled

MAINTENANCE PLAN TEMPLATE
Month

Address

Type of work

Cost

Status

